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Have you always wanted a beach-ready body but never had the time to prepare healthful meals
which don’t leave you feeling hungry?The author provides clean but delicious recipes which
focus on big salads, lean proteins and Low GI (glycemic index) complex carbohydrates, so you
will never be left feeling unsatisfied after a meal again.Sandra provides a host of quick, easy,
and healthful recipes using fresh ingredients that can be found at your local supermarket. Each
recipe can be prepared in less time than it would take to heat a prepared meal in the oven, or
can be made ahead of time and can be frozen for weeknight dinners with no hassle. Research
has shown that healthy eating plans go out of the window when we do not have a healthy meal
to hand, and our hunger pangs start up.With over 10 different recipes, which can be used to kick
start your healthy eating regime, you will find that you are more satisfied after each meal, snack
less, and have more energy. Plus the recipes are so easy to make, you will look forward to
preparing them.Throw that cover up away, as pretty soon you will be flaunting your beach-body
just in time for summer!

A year ago, I decided to try Janice's approach to healthy eating and have lost 40 pounds. Her
book is a daily reminder that I can look and feel 100% better, just by eating a sensible plant-
based diet. --Marcia Rhoades, Businesswoman, mom, and grandmomDr. Stanger makes eating
well and regaining lost health easy to understand. --John McDougall, M.D., Founder of The
McDougall Program and author The McDougall Program for WomenIn The Perfect Formula Diet,
you'll find all the information you wanted to know about nutrition but couldn't sort out in scientific
journals. Janice puts all this information together in the most perfect way, giving you a plant-
powered formula for taking back your life and health. --Neal Barnard, M.D., President, Physicians
Committee for Responsible MedicineIt's a great read, both for the public and for the
professional. I wholeheartedly endorse it. --T. Colin Campbell, Ph.D., author of The China
StudyNow, in over 520 days of my day to day approach to healthful eating and with over 50
pounds of weight loss, I feel great. After many years of diets, weight loss and re-gain, I believe
I'm now have a long-term approach to healthful eating. -- Kathy Sternbach, M.Ed., M.B.A.,
behavioral health consultantProcessed foods and chemicals may contribute greatly to the ill
health of many Americans. "The Perfect Formula Diet: How to Lose Weight and Get Healthy Now
with Six Kinds of Whole Foods" is a guide for those who want to find a new method of weight
loss by embracing whole and natural foods, which have many nutrients that you just can't get
from processed equivalents, some of these nutrients that combat ailments that many people
face. It also warns that some processed foods cause toxin problems. "The Perfect Formula Diet"
is a fine pick for those who want to embrace natural food and its benefits. --The Midwest Book
Review --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJanice Stanger has a Ph.D. in



Human Development and Aging from University of California, San Francisco. As an adult, she
went through multiple unsuccessful weight loss attempts, binge eating, and numerous chronic
illnesses and debilitating pain. Since following the Perfect Formula Diet the author is now in
Perfect Health, at her Perfect Weight, and takes no prescription drugs (with ideal cholesterol,
blood pressure, and glucose level) at age 58. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Legal DisclaimerCopyright 2016 Sandra Smith and Tenderstem Publishing Ltd - All rights
reserved.This ebook is geared towards providing exact and reliable information in regards to the
topic and issue covered. The publication is sold with the idea that the publisher is not required to
render accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If advice is necessary,
legal or professional, a practiced individual in the profession should be ordered.From a
Declaration of Principles which was accepted and approved equally by a Committee of the
United Kingdom Law Society and the Committee of Publishers and Associations.In no way is it
legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in either electronic means or
in printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited and any storage of this
document is not allowed unless with written permission from the publisher. All rights
reserved.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that any
liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or
directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the recipient reader. Under
no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against the publisher for any
reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either directly or
indirectly.Respective authors own all copyrights not held by the publisher. All images within are
within the public domain, approved for commercial use, and derived from pixabay.com.The
information herein is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as so. The
presentation of the information is without contract or any type of guarantee assurance.The
trademarks that are used are without any consent, and the publication of the trademark is
without permission or backing by the trademark owner. All trademarks and brands within this
book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned by the owners themselves, not affiliated
with this document.ContentsContentsIntroductionAuthor's NoteMassive Mexican Chicken
SaladSalmon Caesar SaladBest Ever 3 Bean Vegetarian ChiliTuna Nicoise SaladChef's
SaladGreek Giant Couscous SaladMini Hero SubsMiddle Eastern Mezze PlatterSeabass on a
Bed of QuinoaBrazilian Flank Steak SaladSpinach, Ricotta, Parma Ham, and Strawberry
SaladPear, Gorgonzola, and Walnut Salad with a Balsamic VinaigrettePrawn and Avocado
Salad with Lowfat Marie Rose DressingFinal WordIntroductionHi,Welcome to my eBook!Thank
you for downloading, and congratulations on taking the first step to a beach body-ready new and
wonderful you! The old adage goes "you are what you eat", and clean eating advocates have
never been more influential. More and more people are cutting out processed, junk food once
and for all, and are reaping the benefits of clean eating - in terms of weight loss, increased
energy, and thwarting major diseases like diabetes. As someone who has struggled with extra
weight for much of my adult life, I've found that the longest periods of sustained weight loss and
improved fitness have come when I have not been on a diet. Indeed, as soon as I told myself I
was on a diet, I instantly started craving bad food!This is why healthy eating has to be a lifestyle
choice - not a period of deprivation. As long as you are exercising regularly (at least 30 minutes



of elevated heart rate per day), and sticking to healthy eating, I promise you, you will lose weight.
No trick, no fasting, no outrageous workout sessions that leave you feeling like you want to die.
Just good, clean healthy food, with regular exercise. I promise that you will start to see 1-2lbs of
weight loss every week, and your energy levels will improve as the weight starts to drop off.
Nutritionists recommend that 2lbs of weight-loss per week is optimal, as any more and you may
put back what you lost, and that is precisely what we do not want to happen.This book is not just
about getting beach-body ready for the summer, then going into hibernation and slipping back
into bad eating habits. It's about eating right all year round, thwarting cravings, and making
healthful, fresh, nutritional food that nourishes your mind, body, and soul!Below you will find a
selection of recipes that are inexpensive to buy ingredients for, super easy to make. And once
again, you will not feel like you are on a diet, which is key.Most of the recipes yield one,
generous serving, unless otherwise stated. If you are making a meal for two simply double, or
quadruple for 4 people. These recipes are designed for clean-eaters in mind, and as such use
very little oil and fat. If you are eating gluten free, simply use GF substitutes for the products
listed.If your doctor has told you to eat more calcium, because you may be at risk for
osteoporosis, you may wish to increase the dairy ingredients by 50% - but no more otherwise
this will negate the low calorie benefit of the meals.To turn the meals into a healthy eating regime
(notice I didn't say "diet"), simply add a low fat breakfast (such as a small bowl of instant
porridge, or piece of toast and yogurt, then eat one of the recipes for lunch, and one for dinner -
and add a piece of fruit and a low fat cookie as a snack).This translates to approximately 1200
calories per day, which will mean you will lose the recommended 1-2 lbs per week. More if you
exercise on top.Be sure to keep yourself hydrated with plenty of water through the day (at least 2
litres), and try to reduce caffeine intake, as caffeine has been shown to increase food cravings
and cause energy spikes and crashes throughout the day. Always consult your doctor before
starting a diet and weight loss regime.Good luck with your healthy eating plan, and I read all
Reviews so look forward to hearing about your progress in the Reviews and Discussion
section.Best wishes,SandraOther ways to contact meTwitter - @TenderStemPubFacebook -
TenderStem PublishingEmail - sandrawrites4u@gmail.comAuthor's NoteBefore you get started,
I recommend doing an online grocery shop (if you have one locally that delivers), and writing a
shopping list based on which recipes you want to try first.You should also have basic cooking
equipment, and some food storage containers with good seals, and which are freezer proof as
some of the recipes can be made ahead and frozen.The measurements are in cups and grams.
You should use an electric kitchen scales to measure rather than guess as eyeballing can lead
to overestimating measures, which may make the calorie count below each recipe
inaccurate.Massive Mexican Chicken SaladThis festive salad is low on calories but big on
flavours. It uses paprika, lime / lemon, and chili sauce to give it a special kick. Diet shmiet - this is
every day yum food whether you are watching your weight or not.
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Steven Gans, “A Very Nice Cookbook. This is a wonderful little cookbook. In just thirteen
recipes, Sandra Smith gives you a choice of mostly salads that are easy to assemble and are
low in calories. I have tried one recipe already, Pear,Gorgonzola,and Walnut Salad with a
Balsamic Vinaigrette. It was delicious. I can't wait to try other recipes which will use chicken.
prawns, meats and grains. The author also has know how about food and I found what she had
to say helpful and interesting.  .”

The book by Sandra Smith has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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